grading to the character, tending, in the one case, to the development of laziness, and, in the other, to the deification of self-conceit. The charities of which people boasted were no evidences of advancing enlightenment, but the survivals of a past and imperfect civilisation. Under the regime of intelligent selfishness the struggle for existence would probably be more severe, and the weakest would be driven to the wall rather more promptly and forcibly than they are now; but, after all, that was the best place for them. At present, they only stood in the way of their betters ; and the improvement of the human race could only be attained by the speedy and total elimination of the unfit.
However sound these views may be, it is needless to say that they are exceedingly unpopular?at least, when stated in so many words?and till the " Individualist," was started, with an editor after my own heart, I had not found an opportunity to express them in such a manner as to gain the suffrages of the public. Therefore it was the more annoying that now, when my chance had come, and I was sailing through my subject on the full tide of thought, I should be distracted by those " But you'll make your hospitals too attractive. I don't quite approve of that you know."
" There is a danger, I admit; and one of the permanent troubles of hospital officials is the patient who can afford to pay and tries to get in for nothing. It is a wrong to our really poor patients, a wrong to our subscribers, and a wrong to our medical practitioners. But we are honestly trying to cope with it; some hospitals employ a man to investigate the claims of applicants for hospital treatment; others demand of the applicants themselves the proof of their inability to pay a doctor. It is a difficult business, but if we keep exerting ourselves, and at the same time try, both inside and outside the hospital walls, to rouse in people that sturdy, if rather sullen, self respect which would make them scorn to take as a gift what they could afford to pay for, I have no doubt we'll get to a more equitable state of affairs in time. As for making them too attractive to those who are really under treatment, I don't think it is possible to do that. We have got to cure these people by any means in our power, and, as I said before, the sooner we do it the cheaper it is done. If you look at the diet sheets I don't think you will consider the meals luxurious. Poverty and pain are with us still. How long they will be in our midst we cannot say ; but it requires no great wisdom, no miraculous prescience, to see in everything that strengthens, heals, and comforts humanity, a step towards " that far-off divine event to which the whole creation moves."
